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Summary of report
Norway today fully meets the stationary electricity demand by renewable hydro power.
Hydrogen is expected to become an integral part of the Norwegian energy system in the
future, primarily as transportation fuel. “NorWays” is a nationwide study that has been
conducted with the objective of providing decision support for introduction of hydrogen in the
Norwegian energy system. It included modelling at national, regional as well as local level,
utilizing energy system modelling (MARKAL), Well to Wheel-studies and infrastructure
analysis. The work was carried out in close cooperation with the EU-project HyWays.
Five geographic regions have been identified as most promising early user centres of
hydrogen by applying a set of demographic and economic criteria (Oslo from 2010;
Grenland, Bergen, Stavanger, Trondheim from 2020). Departing from there, GIS-based
regional hydrogen demand scenarios and corresponding refuelling station networks have
been generated, considering organic growth of regional hydrogen coverage and increasing
density of hydrogen users over time. A refuelling station-sharp optimisation model
(H2INVEST) was developed to calculate cost optimised supply scenarios for these refuelling
station networks, including choice of production technology (biomass gasification, NG SMR,
electrolysis, by-product hydrogen) and delivery (central by truck delivery or pipeline grids;
on-site schemes), generating integrated hydrogen production and delivery networks.
H2INVEST is a flexible tool to study realistic regional infrastructure build-up and the impacts
of various input parameters.
The build-up scenarios analysed with H2INVEST are all based on technology data from the
HyWays project and a regionally expanding deployment strategy which reaches area-wide
hydrogen supply by 2040 and a gradual increase of penetration of hydrogen vehicles to
reach 70% of private vehicles by 2050. The impact of variations in electricity prices, oil &
gas prices, CO2 taxes, biomass gasifier effiency & costs and limited accessibility of
refueling stations by delivery trucks has been studied.
The following main conclusions can be drawn from the analyses performed:
•

Distributed production technologies, especially onsite electrolysis, will play a crucial
role in Norway, especially in the North, due to the low population density and
relatively cheap and GHG-neutral electricity.

•

Once a sufficient demand for central plants has developed, central natural gas steam
methane reforming with pipeline or gaseous hydrogen trailer delivery appears to be
the most economic option for large-scale supply of higher distributed areas in the
south of Norway.

•

The relative impact of these two winning options is determined to a large extent by
the framework conditions, such as CO2 taxes and energy prices.

•

In all scenarios studied, the resulting well-to-wheels GHG emissions for fuel cell
hybrid vehicles will drop significantly below today’s state-of-the art; depending on the
framework conditions the average value ranges between 10 and 70 g/km driven.
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•

The costs of hydrogen can be at a competitive level from a vehicle penetration rate of
app. 5% (anticipated 2025). Under all conditions, the energy feedstock represents by
far the highest contribution to costs.

•

Greenhouse gas emissions from hydrogen production can be influenced effectively
by political measures (high CO2 taxes; renewable electricity subsidies)

•

The price differences between individual refueling stations are very high, especially
during the early transition phase to commercialization.

Once established and sufficiently used, an area-wide hydrogen infrastructure in Norway
seems to be cost competitive with the conventional fuel infrastructure, especially when
considering the significantly lower energy use of fuel cell vehicles. However, the initiation is
difficult. Even though the commitment of industry is high, the first years of getting the
infrastructure roll-out started appear very unprofitable and no industrial player is ready to
cover the risk alone. Furthermore, the chicken-and-egg problem needs to be solved both
from the side of the car manufacturers/drivers and the infrastructure providers. To make the
hydrogen story a success, the infrastructure roll-out cannot only happen by cherry-picking
the most profitable refueling locations, but also some less attractive stations need to be
opened to provide the early drivers with sufficient network coverage, and the high costs
accruing at these stations cannot be forwarded to the customers.

We therefore recommend the following actions:
•

A joint initiative of infrastructure and automotive players should be established for a
coordinated build-up of hydrogen refueling stations and car pool.

•

An instrument for cost leveling should be created to align specific hydrogen costs
between highly and lowly utilized refueling stations.

•

Early subsidies are required to pass the “valley of death” where equipment prices are
high and utilization is low.

•

Selective policies should be put in place to control the infrastructure build-out.
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Disclaimer
This Report is the result of a collaborative work between “NorWays” Industry and
Institute/University partners. The results of the research were subsequently elaborated and
presented in a coherent manner, which involved extensive stakeholder consultation as well
as feedback from the “NorWays” Industry Partners. The ideas presented in this Report were
reviewed by certain "NorWays" project partners to ensure broad general agreement with its
principal findings and perspectives. However, while a commendable level of consensus has
been achieved, this does not mean that every consulted stakeholder or "NorWays" Industry
Partner necessarily endorses or agrees with every finding in the Report. The producer of
this Report is the sole responsible for its content and recommendations.
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1. Introduction
1.1 The NorWays project
Norway is a sparsely populated country in Northern Europe with abundant fossil and
renewable energy potentials. The following facts make Norway an ideal country for the
introduction of hydrogen as a transportation fuel:
•

The whole electricity and a large share of the heating demand are covered by
hydropower (considerable CO2 reductions can only happen in the transportation
sector)

•

High untapped potential of wind power (potential for renewable hydrogen production)

•

Despite being the world’s third largest NG (natural gas) exporter, almost no NG
infrastructure within the country (potential for large-scale production of hydrogen from
NG with carbon capture)

•

Extremely high taxes on new vehicles (tax exemptions sufficient to support
introduction of hydrogen vehicles)

•

Considerable R&D and industry skills in petro- and electrochemistry (potential for
becoming a world leader in hydrogen infrastructure technologies).

Due to these premises, a roadmap project has been initiated with the objective of providing
decision support for introduction of hydrogen in the Norwegian energy system. The project
entitled NorWays was conducted from 2006 to 2008 and included modelling at national,
regional and local level, utilizing energy system modelling (MARKAL), Well to Wheel-studies
and infrastructure analysis. The work is carried out in close cooperation with the EU
hydrogen roadmap project HyWays.
The main research objectives of NorWays are:
•

Document how introduction of hydrogen as energy carrier in Norway is influenced
and restricted by the characteristics of the existing Norwegian energy system.

•

Develop alternative scenarios and identify market segments and regions of the
Norwegian energy system where hydrogen may play a significant role, with focus on
early markets

•

Develop suitable, regionalized models for analysing an introduction of hydrogen
as energy carrier in competition with other alternatives (natural gas/electricity/district
heating/bio-fuels)

•

Suggest viable pathways and provide well-founded recommendations for the
introduction of hydrogen in the Norwegian energy system based on modelling and
evaluation (in an iterative process with national stakeholders) of the most relevant
scenarios, market segments and regions

•

Establish a common arena for the exchange of knowledge and experience with the
aim of reaching consensus between Norwegian stakeholders by organization of
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national workshops for development of robust methodologies and identification and
discussion of viable pathways for introduction of hydrogen
These objectives are pursued by the following research tasks:
•

Synthesize available information on the Norwegian energy system

•

Complete and update existing databases

•

Identify market segments and geographical regions

•

Develop methodology and regional models

•

Analyze and evaluate various scenarios, segments and regions

•

Conduct a final assessment, providing recommendations for introduction of hydrogen

1.2 The need for detailed infrastructure modelling
When investigating infrastructure build-up problems for new fuels such as hydrogen, it may
not be sufficient to look at one region isolated from its neighbours, because interregional
opportunities such as a centralized, large-scale production and distribution scheme cannot
be evaluated. Looking at larger regions such as whole countries, on the other hand side,
leads to lack of regional details such as transport distances and furthermore regional
aspects cannot be evaluated sufficiently. A remedy is to regard a large region divided into
several small regions and to model the interconnections between them.
One important part of the project is therefore the planning of a regional infrastructure
development described in this task. Due to the size and diversity of the country, there is
need for regionalized modelling of both hydrogen demand and supply build-up. Outcomes
are realistic and economic hydrogen infrastructure development scenarios until 2050 as well
as statements on primary energy used for hydrogen production, supply schemes, costs and
GHG emissions. Using scenario analyses, statements on the impact of energy prices and
policy measures on these key results can be derived. A further benefit is a cross-validation
of the MARKAL model, which in the framework of the NorWays project was applied to
project the energy system developments in three isolated regions.

1.3 Background of this work
The infrastructure model methodology and inputs have their background in the work done
within the HyWays project. In HyWays, regional infrastructure build-up was assessed for 10
European countries, Norway being one of them [HyWays D3.20; Stiller 2007]. For the
NorWays project, this was seen as a starting point, however a higher spatial resolution was
desired, since HyWays only analysed the province level (i.e. 19 regions in Norway).
Furthermore the assumptions and main inputs needed to be tailored to the Norwegian
perspective (e.g. gradients in regional structure, transport distances in the coast region),
and more case studies should be done in order to provide policy recommendations. This
called for the development of a new infrastructure model which is able to cope with these
requirements. The infrastructure model approaches, inputs and preliminary results were
discussed regularly with the consortium partners in the biannual workshops, and the
analyses were iteratively improved to lead to acceptance of final results by the partners in
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the end. The model which was developed during this process in collaboration with LudwigBölkow-Systemtechnik GmbH in Germany (LBST) is called “Hydrogen infrastructure venture
support tool” – H2INVEST.

1.4 Outline and contents of this report
Chapter 2 describes and justifies the general approach of H2INVEST (projection of regional
hydrogen demand distribution, and optimisation of hydrogen supply) developed within the
project. Chapter 3 then specifies the project-specific input data (techno-economic data and
scenario framework data such as hydrogen car penetration), and Chapter 4 presents the
results of the scenarios analysed. Chapter 5 gives the conclusions and recommendations
extracted from the studies, and Chapter 5 elaborates on the iteration process executed with
the MARKAL model to make sure both models have realistic input assumptions and
consistent results to the appropriate extent.

2. Description of the infrastructure model H2INVEST
Regional infrastructure build-up problems for new fuels (especially hydrogen) can generally
be split into two sides, namely the demand and the supply side. For the supply side, the
main question to answer is which production (feedstock, plant sizes, locations, etc) and
transport/distribution schemes (e.g. pipeline transport, truck transport, on site-generation)
will be most advantageous with respect to costs, and furthermore flexibility and investment
risk. Certain bounds may apply, as e.g. restrictions in feedstock availability.
The highest demand for the fuel will under pure market conditions arise where the fuel can
be supplied in the cheapest way. However, further aspects must be respected, as for
instance the availability of sufficient transport demand, the willingness of the users to switch
to a new fuel, innovativeness of a region as well as political aspects. A pure cost
optimisation of demand and supply can therefore turn out to be irrelevant in a practical
context and lead to failure of the introduction of hydrogen mobility due to insufficient user
acceptance. The model optimisation freedom on the demand side should therefore be
confined with realistic bounds, taking into account maximum user friendliness, regional
aspects as well as various market segments, and underlying that the regional differences in
hydrogen supply cost will not be forwarded to the customers but be equalised.

2.1 Basic assumptions for the infrastructure modelling
Before the description of the infrastructure modeling methodology, the following basic
assumptions need to be postulated:
1. The demand is independent from the supply, i.e. the pricing of hydrogen at the hydrogen
refuelling station (HRS) is uncoupled from the supply costs. This basically represents the
philosophy that in the early introduction the involved industry controls the regional
introduction of vehicles and HRS and prefers places with high visibility and political
importance instead of sticking to the areas where cheap hydrogen (e.g. industrial byproduct) is available.
2. In the context of this report,
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a. The term “region” refers to municipalities (Norwegian “kommuner”). Please note
that in the context of the MARKAL model [NorWays D4/7] the term “region” is
used differently (for provinces).
b. The term “corridor” refers to roads with E-signage or R-signage with one or two
digits (NB: An extensive multi-line highway system does not exist in Norway)
c. The term “time steps” refers to the years from 2010 to 2050 (nine 5-year steps)
3. Driving is divided into long-distance (corridors), local private and local fleet-bound driving
– with the consequence that the types of demand must be treated separately.
a. For hydrogen demand for local private driving it is assumed that the ratio between
fuel demand and registered cars is constant in every region. This could be
interpreted as “every car drives only in the region it is registered”, or “the share a
car registered in region A drives in region B is compensated by the share a car
registered in region B drives in region A”. Within the region, the local driving and
hence refuelling pattern is assumed to be equal to conventional fuel vehicles.
b. For hydrogen demand for local fleet-bound driving, it is assumed that the fleetbound vehicles drive only in the region they are registered at.
c. Hydrogen demand on corridors depends on the distance from the regions where
the cars are registered. The refuelling stations must not fall below a certain “mesh
density” in order to allow cars to drive along a corridor with sufficient refuelling
possibilities.
4. All hydrogen refuelling stations (HRS) are to be erected at sites of conventional
refuelling stations (CRS).
5. All production units have discrete capacities and can be erected at a discrete number of
possible locations.
6. For truck delivery, the full truck capacity is unloaded at each HRS visit (liquid hydrogen:
pumping into the HRS storage; gaseous hydrogen: exchanging full against empty
trailer). Pipeline networks can be branched at HRS locations. Trucks and trailers for
delivery are rented, i.e. only variable costs accrue.
7. Every HRS can only be supplied by one delivery type and one production plant (except
for onsite production). HRS and onsite production equipment can be moved from one
site to another at a certain reinstallation cost, while central production, liquefaction and
pipelines are stationary.
8. All cost calculations, as well as inputs and outputs are based on real values, i.e. no
inflation effects are respected.

2.2 Demand side modelling
2.2.1 General structure
The end product of the demand side calculation routine is a “HRS database”, a list of
hydrogen refuelling stations, containing their coordinates and their demand over the
analysis period. This was obtained by sequentially selecting regions and corridors,
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allocating demand to these, and then selecting refuelling stations and allocating the regional
and corridor demand to them. The list was then transferred to the supply model to optimize
how this demand at the fuelling stations will be supplied. The following section describes
how the HRS database is derived. The methodology is graphically presented in Figure 2-1.
The core of the methodology is a propagation of the HRS network in time and in space. The
spatial propagation is a result of the optimization algorithm and is calculated in one year
steps.
Inputs and approaches

Local demand & HRS
(private cars and fleet-bound)

Share of population

Eligible regions
for hydrogen use
Region
ranking
Vehicles and hydrogen
demand per region

Corridor demand & HRS

Manual inputs

Eligible hydrogen
corridors

Population density, cars,
purchasing power

Overall # of vehicles

Traffic density model

Hydrogen demand
per corridor section

Demand per vehicle
Number of HRS
per region

Selection of
local HRS

Demand of
every local HRS

Min-Avg-Distance
distribution approach

Cluster
analysis

Overall # of HRS

Conventional RS
locations

Network
coverage

Clustering of conventional fuel demand
(assuming equal demand at all conv. stations)

Selection of
corridor HRS

Demand of
every corridor HRS

HRS database

Figure 2-1: General structure of the demand side modelling
2.2.2 Eligibility of regions and corridors for hydrogen use
A first step was to determine the start year of hydrogen supply to every region (i.e.,
“kommune” when we speak of Norway). This was done separately for local fleet-bound and
local private vehicles (in an urban region, fleet vehicles might start earlier than private
vehicles, while in a rural area, fleet vehicles might not be converted to hydrogen at all). This
has been done by a hybrid approach: Firstly, regions were selected by manual input (e.g.
“Oslo from 2010”), and secondly, other regions were selected by an automated “Region
ranking”. In the latter, a score was calculated for every region, based on a multi-criteria
analysis with regional indicators such as e.g. population density, car density and purchasing
power per capita and weight factors for each indicator. This score was calculated for every
time step in order to be able to account for dynamic indicators such as “hydrogen is already
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available in a neighbour region”, or “hydrogen is already available to fleets in this region1 for
private vehicles)”. Then, more regions are selected as hydrogen regions in the order of
decreasing score, until the population of all regions exceeds the specified share of the
country’s overall population. Manually selected regions are given preference, and once a
region is selected, it will remain selected for all later time steps (even if their score falls
below the score of other, not-yet-selected regions).
For the hydrogen corridors, a similar hybrid approach was chosen: They were selected
manually (e.g. “Oslo-Bergen from 2020”), and in addition they follow the spread of the
regions with local private hydrogen use. For the latter it was assumed that the time step
after the first selection of a region, all corridor roads 50 km around that area will have a
hydrogen demand. It should be noted that this does not necessary imply that a corridor
refuelling station is to be built along every arterial road in these 50 km bands, but a demand
will be calculated and allocated to a corridor refuelling station nearby.
2.2.3 Calculation of vehicles and hydrogen demand per region and corridor section
The next step was to quantify the hydrogen demand in every selected region/corridor (local
private demand / local fleet demand / corridor demand).
For the regions, the local demand was calculated by breaking down the overall number of
vehicles to the regions (separately for fleet bound and private vehicles). This is done by
assuming that the newly selected regions in a time step start with a lower penetration than
the previously selected regions (penetration backlog), but gradually catch up over time.
In real life context, this approach represents that a newly selected region has a slightly
higher share of hydrogen cars among new car sales than regions selected earlier (this could
be interpreted with “catching up” – some customers might have anticipated the introduction
of hydrogen to their region). On the long run, the regional penetration rates converge.
The resulting penetration rate is shown in Figure 2-2.

1

This indicator is obviously only used when evaluating the start year of local private driving with hydrogen.
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Figure 2-2: Regional and overall penetration rates (local private demand)
The total local hydrogen demand arising in a region is calculated by multiplying the number
of vehicles (regional penetration * overall number of vehicles in the region) with the average
hydrogen demand per vehicle and a factor determining the share of local fuel demand (out
of the overall fuel demand)2.
The corridor demand on each corridor section is calculated based on a probability
distribution function that has been calibrated to average trip distances [RVU 2005] and
regional vehicle registrations. The advantage of this method is that, once calibrated, it can
be applied to any spatial distribution of hydrogen vehicles. A known imprecision is that the
traffic intensity of a certain corridor is only judged according to its distance to the registration
locations of the vehicles, but its direction and and attractiveness to the driver are not
considered (e.g., a small road would according to this model receive the same traffic
intensity as a nearby highway). Nevertheless we believe that the match is sufficient to give a
realistic picture of the distribution of corridor hydrogen demand.

2

This factor is determined recursively during the calculation of the corridor demand described subsequently.
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Figure 2-3: Share of total demand that arises on corridors3
2.2.4 Calculation of number of HRS per region
With the selected regions and their hydrogen demand settled, the next step was to calculate
the number of hydrogen refuelling stations per region; or rather to distribute a given number
of overall HRS in a beneficial way. Easy approaches such as assuming an equal ratio of
cars per HRS as well as assuming equal density of HRS (HRS/sqkm) do not respect growth
dynamics and regional differences and therefore lead to suboptimal solutions. Most
approaches therefore focus on minimizing the average distance between hydrogen cars and
HRS or the average travelling time to the next HRS [Lin 2008]. Earlier, Kitamura et al. had
found that most drivers refuel close to where they live or work [Kitamura 1987]. For a
spatially exact optimisation, the exact distribution of hydrogen cars within the regions would
be needed, which is, however, difficult to predict.
We have therefore used a simple but effective distribution algorithm, estimating the average
distance between a vehicle and a refuelling station by assuming equal distribution of all
vehicles and HRS in a region, and furthermore square shape of the region. The overall
average distance between vehicles and HRS for all selected regions is calculated and the
distribution of HRS to the regions is optimised to minimize this overall average distance.
2.2.5 Selection of specific HRS
Knowing the number of HRS to be erected in every region and time, the next step was to
select a subset of the region’s conventional refuelling stations where hydrogen should be
made available. Due to the fact that no detailed site data of the conventional refuelling
stations were available (such as plot size, motorfuel sales, fuelling positions etc), it was
assumed that every CRS would be eligible for the installation of hydrogen refuelling
equipment.
For every CRS location, a cluster analysis of all surrounding CRS was performed.
According to the cluster scores, for every time step and every region the best HRS locations

3

Please note that the corridor demand share has a minimum in 2020 because several new local user centres are deployed
in this time step which do not immediately have corridors to drive on.
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were selected one after another until the number of HRS in the region determined
previously was met. Once selected HRS persist over the entire analysis period.
To calculate the cluster score of each CRS, all CRS closer than 1 km to the site were
weighted with 1, and all conventional refuelling stations closer then 20 km to the site were
weighted with the reciprocal of the distance, and refuelling stations farther away were not
considered.
This methodology represents the basic idea that the more refuelling stations exist close to a
site, the better the site is for hydrogen dispensing, and the higher its cluster value.
Therewith, areas with many adjacent refuelling stations (e.g. a crossing with one refuelling
station at each corner) receive high cluster values, and probably not only one HRS would be
selected there but several. This may make sense for competing players in a fully developed
market, but in a start-up phase the HRS should rather be spread across a region to allow
maximum user convenience. Therefore the cluster analysis does not only account
“bonuses” for motorfuel sales in the vicinity, but also “penalties” for hydrogen refuelling
locations nearby.
Similar to the manual selection of regions, also hydrogen refuelling stations that already
exist or are planned can be forced into the scenario manually.
For all conventional refuelling locations along hydrogen corridors, it was then checked
whether the distance to the next corridor HRS exceeds a maximum limit (120 km by 2010;
50 km by 2050), and if so, a HRS was created at this location.
2.2.6 Allocation of demand to selected HRS
At this stage, the last required step for the end product of the demand side was to allocate
the hydrogen demand in the regions and along the corridors to the individual HRS.
The local fleet-bound demand was completely allocated to the one HRS with the highest
cluster value in every region with fleet hydrogen demand.
For the local private demand, it was assumed that the spatial distribution of hydrogen sales
behaves similar to the spatial distribution of conventional refuelling stations. The philosophy
behind the approach is the question “How would the conventional fuel customers
redistribute if the number of stations were reduced to the HRS locations?” (see arrows in
Figure 2-4). To model this, again a score is calculated for the HRS locations by
redistributing every conventional refuelling station distance-dependently to all selected HRS
in the vicinity (see Figure 2-4). The hydrogen demand is then distributed proportional to this
score. This is done separately for local and corridor HRS.
This approach assumes that each conventional refuelling station has the same motorfuel
sales; in lieu of data on the real motorfuel sales, we were forced to take this assumption.
Clustering the motorfuel sales of the CRS instead of equally weighting every CRS would
increase the exactness of the predicted demand at the HRS.
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Exemplaric region
Conventional refuelling station
Hydrogen refuelling station
Redistribution of location demand
(size/width equals fuel volume)

Figure 2-4: Illustration of allocation of hydrogen demand to refuelling stations

2.3 Supply side modelling
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Figure 2-5: Supply side optimisation routine
2.3.1 General approach
The supply side calculation received the HRS demand database as an input. Further
important inputs are techno-economic data for the supply processes, energy costs and
geographic data (coordinates of sites; existing road and energy infrastructure, regional
availability of feedstock). Out of these inputs, the model calculated the cheapest integrated
supply solution sequentially for every time step, based on heuristic investment decision
evaluation.
2.3.2 Implementation of infrastructure options, and needed input data
The following section gives an overview of which options for hydrogen supply infrastructure
have been implemented in the model and how, and which inputs were required. For numeric
input data please refer to Chapter 3.
1. Feedstock types
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Typical feedstock types for hydrogen production are electricity, natural gas, coal, biomass,
etc. The number of feedstock types is variable. The feedstock types enter the model as a
table specifying the name, the specific GHG emissions related to their production and use,
and the specific costs per kWh over the analysis period. Where different costs occur depending on the delivery to the location type the feedstock is demanded at - this may be
included by defining several feedstock types (e.g. “natural gas at central plant”, “natural gas
at refuelling station”).
2. Central production and liquefaction plants
Most prominent options for central production of hydrogen are usually central electrolysis,
natural gas steam methane reforming, biomass gasification and coal gasification. For large,
custom-built plants, the capacity can usually be designed freely within certain limits and
erected at a very large number of locations, introducing a high degree of freedom to the
optimisation of an infrastructure. To narrow the choices down (and save computing time) for
the model, the options to build central plants have been reduced to a number of production
types with discrete capacity, and a list of discrete production location options. For the latter
only locations within existing industrial areas have been selected via GIS data on land
coverage, to improve acceptance or avoid bureaucracy challenges with new plants to be
built. On one hand, this ensures the feasibility of the scenario and narrows down the
solution space. On the other hand, the results are to some extent overly limited by fixed
capacities of the production options and, to less extent, the production locations.
The input list of production locations contains location name (optional), coordinates4, the
earliest start year (to limit calculation time in the early years with a sparse HRS network),
the quantitative availability of all feedstock types (see 1.), and which options for distributing
the produced hydrogen are allowed.
For each production and liquefaction type, data input lists contain name, capacity, lifetime,
stationary (yes/no), availability (start year and end year), annual fixed costs (calculated by
investment and fixed operation and maintenance costs), variable costs, the relative use of
every feedstock type (in kWh/kWh hydrogen output), and the combination options of the
plant type with the given transport options (yes/no). Cost decrease through technologic
progress can be implemented via defining several plant types with incremental availability
(e.g. one from 2010-2020 and a newer, progressive one from 2025-2050). If a production
option can be supplied alternatively by different feedstock types (e.g. wind electricity or grid
electricity; biogas or natural gas), a separate option must be defined for each combination.
All central plants are seen as stationary, i.e. the equipment cannot be moved from one
location to another.
3. Hydrogen transport from central production to HRS
The most interesting transport options from central production plants to the HRS are
truck/trailer transport (liquid or gaseous hydrogen), and gaseous hydrogen pipelines. All
three options are included in the model.

4

Coordinates must be based on an equidistant projection, and the unit km is most practical.
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It is assumed that the trailer is always unloaded completely (LH2) or exchanged against an
empty trailer (CGH2) at the destination, resulting in star-routes (production plant => HRS 1
=> production plant => HRS 2…). Ring routes supplying multiple HRS with parts of one
trailer filling are incomparably more complex to optimise and have therefore been
disregarded here. For pipelines, branched infrastructures may develop, where the branch
points may only be at HRS locations. Existing hydrogen pipelines have been implemented
into the model by means of introducing “dummy” HRS with zero demand, which only serve
as nodes for the existing pipelines.
While pipelines are seen as stationary, truck routes can be reorganised at every new time
step.
The input table for transport types includes the name, stationary (yes/no), lifetime, capacity,
minimum and maximum turnover, as well as distance-dependent and distance-independent
cost and feedstock use data (annual fixed costs (calculated by investment and fixed
operation and maintenance costs), variable costs, feedstock use per feedstock type).
For truck transport, it was assumed that the trucks and trailers are paid on a per-use basis
(outsourced). Hence, no fixed costs accrue here, only variable costs (both distancedependent (“per-km”) and distance-independent (for loading and unloading) for every truck
route (equivalent to “transport unit” – see below). The input table entries are hence not
equivalent to one truck/trailer, but to a transport route to supply one HRS with variable
turnover and distance (since, depending on amount and distance, one truck can serve
several transport routes, or several trucks may be required to serve one transport route). In
this sense, the capacity of a truck route does not constitute a physical limit; the capacity can
be chosen arbitrarily to be able to calculate a capacity utilisation. Lifetime does not have an
influence on the model (apart from influencing the variable costs). Possible extra equipment
required at the refuelling station (e.g. a trailer to be exchanged) is accounted as fixed cost
(independent of distance and hydrogen turnover).
Examples for distance-independent feedstock use are compression for a gaseous trailer
filling and the basic compression for the pipeline feed. Examples for distance-dependent
feedstock use are diesel consumption of the truck, and recompression along pipelines.
The minimum turnover may be specified to account for the boil-off losses at HRS supplied
by liquid hydrogen trailers; if the amount of hydrogen sold at the fuelling station falls below
the minimum turnover, the difference will evaporate and be lost. If the amount sold is higher
than the minimum turnover, no losses are assumed.
The maximum turnover, on the other hand, is a means to limit the number of truck arrivals at
the HRS to an acceptable level. The consequence is that, if a HRS has a higher turnover
than the maximum limit of a truck option, the truck option is not valid to supply the HRS.
4. Onsite production
The onsite production options are entered in the same format as the central production
options, a difference being that they are not considered as “stationary”, but as transportable
from one site to another (e.g. once the demand of a HRS exceeds the capacity). Different
from central production, they can be erected directly at HRS sites (where being a valid
option – see 5.). They must supply the HRS they are erected at. The fixed costs (i.e. annuity
of the investments) of onsite production equipment is only paid during the years of use,
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hence it is not obligatory that every unit is paid for during the design lifetime. This could be
interpreted as operation on a rental/contracting scheme, where the plants not needed any
more are sold to another country based on their residual book value.
5. Refuelling
One HRS can only be supplied by one central production and transport unit, not several. An
exception is onsite production, where several units can be installed if one is not large
enough.
The refuelling input data are site-specific and technology-specific: firstly, the HRS database
as described above provides site-specific data on hydrogen demand. Further it can be
specified for each location which onsite technology and delivery is feasible (e.g., NG-SMR is
possibly not feasible at certain HRS sites due to safety issues or unavailability of feedstock;
pipeline delivery is possibly not feasible due to geology/land occupancy limitations). This
functionality requires, however, detailed investigation of every HRS site and has therefore
not been applied here.
To account for different refuelling station capacities, it has been assumed that each
dispenser is a unit on its own (including up-stream devices such as compression and
intermediate storage), and the total costs of the HRS is the product of the cost of one
dispenser and the number of dispensers required. The techno-economic data inputs for the
dispensing units are specified analogous to the production/liquefaction equipment, including
name, capacity, lifetime, stationary (yes/no), availability (start year and end year), annual
fixed costs (calculated by investment and fixed operation and maintenance costs), variable
costs, the ratio between hydrogen input and output (irrespective of liquid boil-off), and the
relative use of every feedstock type (in kWh/kWh hydrogen output).
6. Distance matrix
To account for realistic distances for hydrogen delivery, a road distance matrix between all
production locations and HRS sites has been calculated by means of a GIS based network
analyst. The road distances are taken as a basis for the calculation of truck trip distances
and pipeline lengths. Where no matrix values are available (e.g. for the pipeline extension
from one HRS to another – this would result in severe memory use), linear distances have
been used with an average detour factor of 1.2.
2.3.3 Internal data organisation
The core of the model is an internal relational database with the following indexed tables:
•

Production units: Type, location, and capacity utilisation for every time step of all
production plants that are built (onsite and central)

•

Liquefaction units: Type, location, connected production unit, and capacity
utilisation for every time step of all liquefaction plants that are built.

•

Transport units: Type, origin, destination, and capacity utilisation for every time
step of all transport units that are built. For branched pipelines, the transport unit
table has one entry for every non-branched segment between a production and a
HRS location, or between two HRS locations. For truck distribution, a “unit”
represents a truck route between a production unit and a HRS; it is important to
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mention that this is not equivalent to one truck/trailer (depending on amount and
distance, one truck can serve several transport routes, or several trucks may be
required to serve one transport route).
•

Refuelling stations: Number of dispensing units (possibly different generations),
location and specific hydrogen costs for every time step of all hydrogen refuelling
stations, e.g. onsite storage, compressors / evaporators, dispensers and piping,
are included in the refuelling unit. It is important to mention that onsite hydrogen
production is not accounted for as refuelling station equipment, but as production
unit.

•

HRS-Production unit link table: Origin (production unit index), destination (HRS
index), number of transport units involved in the link, index of all transport units,
and amount of hydrogen delivered for every time step of all links between
production and refuelling (also onsite) through the link. For pipeline transport, the
hydrogen can be transported through several pipe segments (transport units)
subsequently, while the number of transport units must be 1 for truck transport,
and 0 for onsite supply.

2.3.4 Objective function
The objective function that is minimised is the total annual cost function, consisting of:
•

The fixed costs (calculated by investment annuity and fixed operation and
maintenance costs) of all erected production, liquefaction, transport and refuelling
equipment.

•

All variable and fixed operating costs

•

All energy costs

•

Costs for CO2 emissions

The total annual cost function also accounts for stationary equipment that was built in
previous time steps but currently is not in use, to ensure that over time all investments are
paid off.
2.3.5 Optimisation routine
The steps which are executed consecutively for each time step to find the potentially
optimum solution are complex and follow a pre-defined routine (see also Figure 2-5) which
is repeated for every time step. The routine first supplies all HRS with onsite production,
since this is the least complex valid, but probably suboptimal, solution. Next, stationary
plants and pipelines that have been built in previous time steps are reconnected. At the
HRSs which are most suitable for supply by this existing equipment, the onsite equipment of
the initial solution is cancelled. Next, the cost reduction potential of all valid options for
production plant options at the production locations is checked (determining the optimum
distribution infrastructure and HRS to be supplied). Eventually, the profitable production
plants are realized, and then the routine continues with the next time step.
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2.3.6 Outputs
All the data of the scenarios (i.e. the database of production, liquefaction, transport and
refuelling station units) are dumped into text files to be processed by GIS software. For the
refuelling stations, additional information such as the specific GHG emissions of the delivery
is calculated.
In addition, the following aggregated outputs are dumped in Excel sheets in order to
produce easy and standardised scenario summary charts:
•

Per production and liquefaction plant type: number of units and hydrogen
turnover for each time step

•

Per transport type: Number of refuelling stations supplied, overall grid length,
and hydrogen turnover for each time step. For hydrogen pipelines, it is
distinguished between pipelines for distribution of centrally produced hydrogen
and pipelines for “onsite sharing”.

•

Per refuelling equipment type: Number of units in use, number of units that
need to be reinstalled each time step

•

The components of the total annual cost function (Production CO2, Production
energy, Production other, Transport, Liquefaction, Refuelling, Subsidies)

•

GHG emissions from production, liquefaction, transport and refuelling

3. Input data
3.1 Demand side inputs
3.1.1 Selection criteria for regions
The automated selection of regions is mainly based on population indicators. To receive a
levelled and reliable ranking of the regions independent of the influence of differences in
county structures, three different factors have been evaluated:
•

Population: This is an indicator for the population impact of a region.

•

Population density: this is an indicator of the degree of urbanisation, but strongly
dependent on how the regions are cut.

•

Population catchment area: Further to the conditions of the regions, for
infrastructure also the surroundings are important. To account for this, a “catchment
population” has been calculated for each region using GIS software, accumulating
every region with a centroid distance D<50 km. The weight of the population has
been scaled to 1-(D/50 km), resulting in the closest regions having the largest impact.

Further regional indicators are the car density per person, and the purchasing power per
person. Table 3-1 shows the weighting used eventually for fleet-bound and private vehicles.
It is assumed that for the fleet-bound vehicles the surroundings are not important, but rather
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the population and population density will lead to improved number of fleet vehicles, and
larger fleet operators are likely to be earlier out.
Table 3-1: Weighting of indicators for region selection (based on assumptions agreed on by
HyWays)
Factor

Weight/Bonus
(fleet-bound)

Population density
Population
Population catchment area (50 km)
Cars per person
Purchasing power per person
Neighbouring region has hydrogen

60%
40%

Weight/Bonus
(private cars)

60%
20%
20%
Ramp from 0% by
2010 to +60% by
2040
+30%

Region has fleet-bound hydrogen
vehicles

As “dynamic” criteria and to facilitate filling of gaps in the hydrogen landscape and growing
together of hydrogen regions for private use, for evaluating private use every region
receives a bonus if a neighbouring region already has hydrogen refuelling infrastructure,
and if the region already has fleet-bound hydrogen vehicles.
3.1.2 Demand scenario inputs
Table 3-2 lists the key demand scenario inputs, and Figure 3-1 shows the overall
penetration rate of fleets and the percentage of population that live in municipalities with
hydrogen infrastructure.
Table 3-2: Demand scenario inputs

5

Demand
category

Parameter

Fleet

Penetration
(%)
Number of H2
vehicles
Annual
mileage (km)
H2 demand
new vehicles
(kg/100 km)
Avg. annual
demand per H2
vehicle (kg)
Population
supplied (%)

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

0.05%

0.20% 0.47%

4.76%

14.75%

29.21%

45.07%

60.58%

69.69%

225

705

1415

2210

3008

3504

63000

63000

63000

63000

63000

63000

2
63000

9

22

63000 63000

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

4725

4725

4725

4725

4725

4725

4725

4725

4725

12%

12%

12%

26%

49%

64%

73%

73%

73%5

It is assumed that rural areas with very low population density are not eligible for fleet-bound vehicles.
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category

Private

Overall

Parameter

2010

Penetration
(%)
Number of H2
vehicles
Annual
mileage (km)
H2 demand
new vehicles
(kg/100 km)
Avg. annual
demand per H2
vehicle (kg)
Population
supplied (%)
Number of
HRS
(local+corridor)

0.005%
108
14000

2015
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2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

0.05% 0.47%

4.76%

14.75%

29.21%

45.07%

60.58%

69.69%
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112424
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0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75
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112.5
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112.5
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12%
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Figure 3-1: Penetration of local hydrogen fleet vehicles and private vehicles
The vehicle penetration rate was taken from the scenario “B” described in NorWays report
D3 [NorWays D3]. Average hydrogen consumption for the private cars was taken from the
CONCAWE-EUCAR-JRC study assuming a mix of pure fuel cell and fuel cell hybrid
vehicles [Concawe 2007]. It was assumed that the fleet bound vehicles (buses for public
transportation) consume 10 times as much hydrogen per km.
With respect to the number of HRS, actually, only the number of local HRS is an input, while
the number of corridor HRS is a result of the demand side model, depending on the number
of corridors and the maximum distance between two corridor HRS.
“Population supplied” refers to the share of population living in regions with hydrogen
refuelling infrastructure. From 2040 a full area supply for private cars is required to achieve
the projected increase in hydrogen car penetration.
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To determine a valid scenario, interdependencies between the number of HRS, population
supplied, and number of vehicles must be respected. In a valid scenario, the numbers
should be chosen such that the resulting local vehicle penetration and the number of HRS
per region should not decrease in a region for any given time step. Instead, the overall
average number of vehicles per HRS should increase steadily over time.
3.1.3 Conventional refuelling stations
A database on conventional refuelling stations in Norway was developed for the study,
consisting of coordinates, brand names and site names/addresses of all stations. The total
number per brand was obtained from Norwegian Petroleum Industry Association [NP]. The
database was assembled out of Point-of-Interest (POI) data which were obtained from
internet sites for navigation systems. Since the Shell stations were not satisfactorily
covered, a list of refuelling stations including coordinates was acquired from the company.
The database consists of 1759 refuelling stations, which is roughly equal to the amount of
refuelling stations existing today in Norway.
3.1.4 Manual inputs to regions, corridors, and HRS
Manual inputs have been used to “force in” regions the consortium sees as starting points
for the development. The following regions have been selected manually (local private
cars):
•

Oslo from 2010

•

Grenland, Bergen, Stavanger, Trondheim from 2020

To facilitate commuting between these centres, the following corridors have been selected:
•

2010: Oslo-Stavanger (HyNor)

•

2025: Oslo-Bergen, Oslo-Trondheim

•

2035: Trondheim-Tromsø

3.2 Supply side inputs
The following section describes inputs needed for the modeling of the supply side. These
consist of energy price assumption inputs, geographic inputs and techno-economic data of
the equipments. The latter are, where not otherwise mentioned, all referring to the HyWays
technology fact sheets [HyWays TFS], which again are mainly based on the well-accepted
CONCAWE-EUCAR-JRC Well-to-Wheels study [Concawe 2007].
3.2.1 Prices of energy feedstock and GHG emissions
Table 3-3: Energy feedstock price assumptions and related GHG emissions
TYPE

Year

GHG (t
CO2 eq/
GWh)
All

Costs (M€/GWh)

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050
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GHG (t
CO2 eq/
GWh)

Year
Grid mix
electricity
Natural gas
(central)
Natural gas
(at HRS)
Biomass
Diesel taxed
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Costs (M€/GWh)

All

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

27.5

0.053

0.055

0.058

0.060

0.063

0.065

0.068

0.070

0.073

211.3

0.021

0.025

0.029

0.032

0.036

0.040

0.044

0.047

0.051

211.3

0.037

0.041

0.045

0.048

0.052

0.056

0.060

0.063

0.067

2.5
264.0

0.028
0.059

0.030
0.062

0.033
0.065

0.035
0.067

0.038
0.070

0.040
0.073

0.043
0.076

0.045
0.079

0.048
0.082

The prices for NG, grid electricity and diesel are in accordance with the assumptions of the
MARKAL model. The tax for the emission of GHG is assumed to be 25 €/ton.
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Figure 3-2: Energy feedstock price assumptions
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3.2.2 Production locations and existing infrastructure

Figure 3-3: Possible production locations and feedstock availability (except byproduct)

Figure 3-4: Quantitative byproduct hydrogen availability
The possible locations for central hydrogen production, and availability of feedstock are
shown in Figure 3-3. Electricity is assumed to be unlimitedly available at all production
locations, while natural gas is only available close to the population centres and the gas
processing plants (e.g. Tjeldbergodden). Biomass is only available in south and central
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Norway. CO2 injection points are only at the gas processing plants. For byproduct hydrogen
the potentials are restricted to the potentials shown in Figure 3-4. The byproduct potentials
are taken from the HyWays project. All other resources are assumed to be unlimited.
3.2.3 Production plant types
The techno-economic data of hydrogen production equipment are listed in Table 3-4 and
Table 3-5. It is assumed that all production types can potentially be combined with all
transport types. “ONSEL” means onsite electrolysis (mini/small/large), “ONSSMR” means
onsite steam methane reforming (small/large), “CENEL” means central electrolysis, “BIO”
means biomass gasification (small/large), “SMR” means central steam methane reforming
(small/medium/large/medium with CCS).
Table 3-4: Production plant types – time and cost data
Name
ONSEL_MINI_2010
ONSEL_MINI_2020
ONSEL_MINI_2030
ONSEL_MINI_2040
ONSEL_MINI_2050
ONSEL_SML_2010
ONSEL_SML_2020
ONSEL_SML_2030
ONSEL_SML_2040
ONSEL_SML_2050
ONSEL_LRG_2010
ONSEL_LRG_2020
ONSEL_LRG_2030
ONSEL_LRG_2040
ONSEL_LRG_2050
ONSSMR_SML_2010
ONSSMR_SML_2020
ONSSMR_SML_2030
ONSSMR_SML_2040
ONSSMR_SML_2050
ONSSMR_LRG_2010
ONSSMR_LRG_2020
ONSSMR_LRG_2030
ONSSMR_LRG_2040
ONSSMR_LRG_2050
CENEL_2010
CENEL_2020
CENEL_2030
CENEL_2040
CENEL_2050
BIO_SML*
BIO_LRG*
SMR_SML
SMR_MED
SMR_MED_CCS

Stationary

Start
year

End
year

Life time
(a)

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2025
2025
2010
2010
2010

2015
2025
2035
2045
2055
2015
2025
2035
2045
2055
2015
2025
2035
2045
2055
2015
2025
2035
2045
2055
2015
2025
2035
2045
2055
2015
2025
2035
2045
2055
2050
2050
2050
2050
2050

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
25

Capacity
(GWh/a)
8.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
4.32
4.32
4.32
4.32
4.32
16.56
16.56
16.56
16.56
16.56
4.01
4.01
4.01
4.01
4.01
16.01
16.01
16.01
16.01
16.01
19.20
19.20
19.20
19.20
19.20
236.52
1785.64
120.00
2250.66
2218.03

Fixed costs
(M€/a)

Variable costs
(M€/GWh)

0.0264
0.0125
0.0099
0.0087
0.0083
0.1252
0.0593
0.0472
0.0412
0.0393
0.2867
0.1359
0.1081
0.0943
0.0899
0.1078
0.0760
0.0649
0.0605
0.0587
0.2845
0.2292
0.1965
0.1833
0.1777
0.2241
0.1062
0.0845
0.0737
0.0703
8.072
24.177
1.326
10.559
18.559

0.0072
0.0034
0.0027
0.0024
0.0023
0.0026
0.0012
0.0010
0.0008
0.0008
0.0015
0.0007
0.0006
0.0005
0.0005
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0010
0.0005
0.0004
0.0003
0.0003
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
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Table 3-5: Production plant types – feedstock use and reference
Name / Energy usage
(kWh/kWh H2)

Natural
Grid mix
gas
electricity
(central)

Natural
gas (at
HRS)

ONSEL_MINI_2010
ONSEL_MINI_2020
ONSEL_MINI_2030
ONSEL_MINI_2040
ONSEL_MINI_2050
ONSEL_SML_2010
ONSEL_SML_2020
ONSEL_SML_2030
ONSEL_SML_2040
ONSEL_SML_2050
ONSEL_LRG_2010
ONSEL_LRG_2020
ONSEL_LRG_2030
ONSEL_LRG_2040
ONSEL_LRG_2050
ONSSMR_SML_2010
ONSSMR_SML_2020
ONSSMR_SML_2030
ONSSMR_SML_2040
ONSSMR_SML_2050
ONSSMR_LRG_2010
ONSSMR_LRG_2020
ONSSMR_LRG_2030
ONSSMR_LRG_2040
ONSSMR_LRG_2050
CENEL_2010
CENEL_2020
CENEL_2030
CENEL_2040
CENEL_2050

1.600
1.600
1.600
1.600
1.600
1.600
1.600
1.600
1.600
1.600
1.455
1.455
1.455
1.455
1.455
0.0161
0.0161
0.0161
0.0161
0.0161
0.0161
0.0161
0.0161
0.0161
0.0161
1.43
1.43
1.43
1.43
1.43

BIO_SML*

0.28

1.77

BIO_LRG*

0.16

1.85

SMR_SML

0.0057

1.396

SMR_MED

0

1.315

SMR_MED_CCS

0

1.365

Biomass

1.4406
1.4406
1.4406
1.4406
1.4406
1.4406
1.4406
1.4406
1.4406
1.4406

Byproduct
Reference
hydrogen
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ HyGear
HyWays/ HyGear
HyWays/ HyGear
HyWays/ HyGear
HyWays/ HyGear
HyWays/ HyGear
HyWays/ HyGear
HyWays/ HyGear
HyWays/ HyGear
HyWays/ HyGear
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
HyWays/ Hydrogenics
[H2economy 2004] –
2025 value
[Mueller-Langer 2007]
– 2025 value
HyWays / Lurgi
HyWays / FosterWheeler
HyWays / FosterWheeler

* For the biomass gasification processes, the costs and energy use actually decrease
steadily between 2010 and 2050. For simplicity, only the 2025 value has been chosen to
include in the model, to be available between 2025 and 2050 (before 2025, the hydrogen
demand is too little for the process scale). A cross-check has been calculated with biomass
gasification data of 2050 used; this change did not have an influence on the results in the
base case.
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3.2.4 Liquefaction plant types
It was the consent of the NorWays consortium that liquefaction of hydrogen for distribution
is not an option of Norway. Therefore liquefaction has not been considered in the model in
the NorWays project, even though it has the capability for it.
3.2.5 Transport types
The transport equipment assumptions have been derived from HyWays mainly. Table 3-6
shows the base data for the calculation, and Table 3-7 and Table 3-8 show the translated
inputs for the model (GASTRUCK is the gaseous hydrogen trailer truck, and “UNIPIPE” is
the uniform sized pipeline).
Table 3-6: Transport types - Base data
Parameter

Unit

Value

Reference

l/km
Km/h
h/a

0.35
50
3360

HyWays

a
€
%
€/a

12
160,000
12%
168,000

HyWays

kg
h
a
€
%

454
0.75
20
332,000
1.7%

HyWays

mm
t/a
a
€/km
%

150
7200
30
234,000 6
2.9%

HyWays

Truck
Truck Diesel consumption
Avg. driving speed
Operating time per year (incl. waiting
time)
Life time
Investment
Maintenance coefficient
Labour

Own assumption

CGH2 trailer (needs truck)
Hydrogen storage
Waiting time per round trip
Life time
Investment
Maintenance coefficient
Pipeline
Inner diameter
Capacity
Life time
Investment
Maintenance coefficient

For the translation of data please note that:

6

•

The capacity of hydrogen trailer/truck is arbitrary since transport equipment is
accounted per route and not per trailer (see Chapter 2.3.2).

•

The distance-independent fixed costs (i.e., investment annuity and fix O&M) of the
gaseous hydrogen truck/trailer account for the extra trailer which remains at each
HRS (exchange system)

For the pipeline costs, a 20% contingency was added to the HyWays value, to account for cost uncertainty and the
higher costs to build pipelines in Norway due to geologic conditions.
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•

The variable distance-independent costs account for compression and waiting time of
the truck (all investment, maintenance and labour costs are accounted here on a perhour basis).

•

All compression energy use is included in the HRS electricity demand (see below).

•

All distance-dependent data are given per single-trip km (i.e. distance to cover, not
round-trip distance).

•

The variable distance-dependent costs of the trailers include investment,
maintenance and labour costs for the truck and trailer while driving (on a per-hour
basis).

Table 3-7: Transport types – input data (distance-independent)
Name

Statio- Life
nary
time
(a)

GASTRUCK No
UNIPIPE
Yes

20
30

Capacity Min.
Max.
Fixed
(GWh/a) Turnover Turnover costs
(GWh/a) (GWh/a) (M€/a)

Variable
costs
(M€/GWh)

10000
240

0.006808

0.0395

Table 3-8: Transport types – input data (distance-dependent)
Name

Fixed
costs
(M€/km/a)

GASTRUCK
UNIPIPE
0.0286

Variable Costs
(M€/GWh/km)

Diesel taxed (trucks)
Energy usage
(kWh/kWh H2/km)

0.00021532

0.0004626

3.2.6 Refuelling types
The techno-economic data of refuelling types (including on-site storage, compression, and
dispensing) as described in Chapter 2.3.2 are listed in Table 3-9.
For all refuelling equipment, a life time of 15 years has been assumed. All data are taken
from the HyWays project. It is assumed that no hydrogen losses occur at the refuelling
station.

Table 3-9: Refuelling types – time, cost and feedstock use data
Name

Statio- Start
nary
year

End
year

Life time
(a)

Capacity
(GWh/a)

Fixed costs Variable Hydrogen
input
(M€/a)
costs
(kWh /
(M€/
kWh H2 out)
GWh)

Grid
electricity
at HRS
(kWh / kWh
H2)

FDISP-2010
FDISP-2020
FDISP-2030
FDISP-2040
FDISP-2050

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2015
2025
2035
2045
2055

20
20
20
20
20

4.00332
4.00332
4.00332
4.00332
4.00332

0.0638
0.0339
0.0287
0.0266
0.0254

0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07

2010
2020
2030
2040
2050

0
0
0
0
0

1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
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3.2.7 Interest rate
In accordance with the assumption in HyWays, an interest rate of 8% is used to calculate
the annuities of all investments.

3.3 Definition of scenarios
3.3.1 Scenario “Base case”
In this scenario, all data are used as described above. All subsequent scenarios are derived
from the base case.
3.3.2 Scenario “Cheap electricity”
A reduced electricity price by 1.8 ct€/kWh was assumed (due to off-peak use or subsidies).
Table 3-10: Electricity prices for “Cheap electricity” sscenario
TYPE

Year
Grid mix
electricity

GHG (t
CO2 eq/
GWh)

Costs (M€/GWh)

All

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

27.5

0.053

0.038

0.040

0.043

0.045

0.048

0.050

0.053

0.055

3.3.3 Scenario “High CO2 tax”
High CO2 tax: A tax of 100€/ton CO2 due to political CO2 limitations was assumed.
3.3.4 Scenario “Limited truck deliveries”
Limited truck deliveries: Due to local traffic limitations, it is assumed that the maximum
delivery frequency for fuelling stations is every other day. Hence, truck delivery is only an
option for fuelling stations below 81 t/a turnover. With this assumption, gaseous hydrogen
trucks play only a minor role.
Table 3-11: Transport types - input data (distance-independent) for “Limited truck deliveries”
scenario
Name

Statio- Life
nary
time
(a)

GASTRUCK No
UNIPIPE
Yes

20
30

Fixed
Max.
Capacity Min.
(GWh/a) Turnover Turnover costs
(GWh/a) (GWh/a) (M€/a)

Variable
costs
(M€/GWh)

10000
240

0.006808

2.7

0.0395

3.3.5 Scenario “Better biomass gasifiers”
In this scenario, cheaper and more efficient biomass gasifiers have been assumed.
Throughout the project there was some debate on gasifier cost and performance since the
data from the original assumptions of the HyWays project (reference Katofsky / BCL)
seemed to optimistic. To learn about the influence of prices on whether the model chooses
biomass gasification, a scenario with lower costs was defined. The same sources were
used as in the base case [H2economy 2004; Mueller-Langer 2007]; however instead of the
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2025 costs, the half of the target costs for 2050 were assumed, in accordance with the
MARKAL scenario “H2PRODBIO” [NorWays D4-7]. In addition, the energy usage of the
gasifiers was lowered to the values used in HyWays (see also the 2050 target efficiency
values of the sources were assumed.
Table 3-12: Biomass gasification types – time and cost data for “Better biomass gasifiers”
scenario
Name
BIO_SML
BIO_LRG

Stationary

Start
year

End
year

Life time
(a)

Yes
Yes

2025
2025

2050
2050

20
20

Capacity
(GWh/a)
236.52
1785.64

Fixed costs
(M€/a)

Variable costs
(M€/GWh)

3.1674
10.605

0.0000
0.0000

Table 3-13: Biomass gasification types – feedstock use for “Better biomass gasifiers” scenario
Name / Energy
usage (kWh/kWh H2)

Natural Natural
Grid mix
gas
gas (at
electricity
(central) HRS)

Biomass

BIO_SML
BIO_LRG

0.08
0.08

1.46
1.46

Byproduct
Reference
hydrogen
[HyWays / Katofsky BCL]
[HyWays / Katofsky BCL]

3.3.6 Scenario “High oil and gas price”
In accordance with the MARKAL scenario “OIL200-NG163” [NorWays D4-7], constant and
high prices for fossil fuels have been assumed here. The prices shown in Table 3-14
represent a crude oil price of 200 USD/bbl and a NG price of 163 USD/boe.
Table 3-14: NG and diesel prices for “high oil and gas price” scenario
TYPE

Year
Natural gas
(central)
Natural gas
(at HRS)
Diesel taxed

GHG (t
CO2 eq/
GWh)

Costs (M€/GWh)

All

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

211.3

0.083

0.083

0.083

0.083

0.083

0.083

0.083

0.083

0.083

211.3

0.099

0.099

0.099

0.099

0.099

0.099

0.099

0.099

0.099

264.0

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

Because the high fossil fuel prices put the biomass gasification in a relative cost advantage,
the biomass gasifier data were modified; instead of the 2025 cost and energy use data, year
2050 values were chosen. The values are shown in Table 3-15 and Table 3-16.
Table 3-15: Biomass gasification types – time and cost data for “Better biomass gasifiers”
scenario
Name
BIO_SML

Stationary

Start
year

End
year

Life time
(a)

Yes

2025

2050

20

Capacity
(GWh/a)
236.52

Fixed costs
(M€/a)
6.3348

Variable costs
(M€/GWh)
0.0000
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21.21

0.0000

Table 3-16: Biomass gasification types – feedstock use for “Better biomass gasifiers” scenario
Name / Energy
usage (kWh/kWh H2)

Natural Natural
Grid mix
gas (at
gas
electricity
(central) HRS)

Biomass

BIO_SML

0.22

1.50

BIO_LRG

0.14

1.60

Byproduct
Reference
hydrogen

4. Results of H2INVEST
4.1 Results of demand side model
4.1.1 Regional hydrogen supply evolution

Figure 4-1: Year of deployment of municipalities and corridors

[H2economy 2004] –
2025 value
[Mueller-Langer 2007] –
2025 value
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Figure 4-1 shows the regional availability of hydrogen for local use and on corridors over the
analysis period (result of process described in Chapter 2.2.2). The organic growth of early
user centres (Oslo, Grenland, Bergen, Trondheim, Stavanger) towards their surroundings
can be seen (due to the “neighbour has hydrogen” criterion but also due to higher
population density in these areas), and further the deployment of new regions not attached
to the early user centres (Tromsø, coastal regions). From 2040 the whole area is supplied.
4.1.2 Regional hydrogen demand
Figure 4-2-Figure 4-6 visualise four kinds of information:
•

The local hydrogen demand of the regions (demand per km²) is visualised by the
colour of the regions in the maps (results of process described in Chapter 2.2.3).

•

The corridor demand along the sections (demand per km) is visualised by the
corridor thickness in the maps (results of process described in Chapter 2.2.3).

•

The selected HRS are shown by the green dots (results of process described in
Chapter 2.2.4 and 2.2.5)

•

The local and corridor demand assigned to the HRS is visualised by the size of the
respective HRS symbols (results of process described in Chapter 2.2.6)

2010

Figure 4-2: Regional hydrogen demand and HRS 2010-15

2015
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2025

Figure 4-3: Regional hydrogen demand and HRS 2020-25

2030

Figure 4-4: Regional hydrogen demand and HRS 2030-35

2035
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Figure 4-5: Regional hydrogen demand and HRS 2040-45

2050

Figure 4-6: Regional hydrogen demand and HRS 2050
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2045
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4.1.3 Hydrogen refuelling stations
Figure 4-7-Figure 4-9 show the estimated refuelling situation in Oslo in 2010, 2025, and
2050. It can be seen that in the model the HRS are likely to be located at central locations
first, then at arterial and ring roads.

Figure 4-7: Hydrogen refuelling stations in Oslo region 2010

Figure 4-8: Hydrogen refuelling stations in Oslo region 2030
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Figure 4-9: Hydrogen refuelling stations in Oslo region 2050

hydrogen turnover (t H2/a - # dispensers)

The distribution of demand over all hydrogen refuelling stations is shown below per HRS (all
times) in Figure 4-10. The HRSs with the highest demand are located in the regions with
high population density, while the HRSs with the lowest demand are located in regions
newly equipped with HRS infrastructure. The distribution shows good match with the
demand distribution of conventional refuelling stations in the USA [Melaina 2005].
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Figure 4-10: Distribution of demand over HRS
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4.2 Results of supply side model
4.2.1 Regional results for the scenario “Base case”
Figure 4-11 to Figure 4-15 show the regional results of the supply model for the base case.

2010

2015

Central electrolysis
Byproduct hydrogen
Central biom. gasif.
Central SMR

Figure 4-11: Regional hydrogen production and supply 2010-15

2020

2025

Central electrolysis
Byproduct hydrogen
Central biom. gasif.
Central SMR

Figure 4-12: Regional hydrogen production and supply 2020-25
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Central electrolysis
Byproduct hydrogen
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Figure 4-13: Regional hydrogen production and supply 2030-35

2040

2045

Central electrolysis
Byproduct hydrogen
Central biom. gasif.
Central SMR

Figure 4-14: Regional hydrogen production and supply 2040-45
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2050

Central electrolysis
Byproduct hydrogen
Central biom. gasif.
Central SMR

Figure 4-15: Regional hydrogen production and supply 2050
The maps in Figure 4-16 to Figure 4-20 show the costs of the hydrogen dispensed at the
refuelling stations over time (including proportionate costs for production, transport, and the
refuelling station).

2010

Figure 4-16: Hydrogen costs at pump 2010-15

2015
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Figure 4-17: Hydrogen costs at pump 2020-25

2030

Figure 4-18: Hydrogen costs at pump 2030-35

2035
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Figure 4-20: Hydrogen costs at pump 2050
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4.2.2 Accumulated results for the scenario “Base case”
Hydrogen production and delivery
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Figure 4-21:Accumulated results for the scenario “Base case”
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4.2.3 Accumulated results for the scenario “Cheap electricity”
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Figure 4-22: Accumulated results for the scenario “Cheap electricity”
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4.2.4 Accumulated results for the scenario “High CO2 tax”
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Figure 4-23: Accumulated results for the scenario “High CO2 tax”
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4.2.5 Accumulated results for the scenario “Limited truck deliveries”
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Figure 4-24: Accumulated results for the scenario “Limited truck deliveries”
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4.2.6 Accumulated results for the scenario “Better biomass gasifiers”
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Figure 4-25: Accumulated results for the scenario “Better biomass gasifiers”
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4.2.7 Accumulated results for the scenario “High oil and gas price”
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Figure 4-26: Accumulated results for the scenario “High oil and gas price”
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5. Interpretation, conclusions and policy recommendations
5.1 Interpretation of scenario results
The following section interprets the results of the scenarios shown above one-by-one.
5.1.1 Base case
In the base case scenario, as in all scenarios, hydrogen is supplied by onsite electrolysis in
the early times (see Figure 4-21). Byproduct hydrogen has the highest share between 2015
and 2020, and from there on, central SMR without carbon capture and sequestration is the
clearly dominating option. The reformers are mostly located close to the larger cities (see
Figure 4-15), and the hydrogen produced in this way is transported to the stations by CGH2
trailers and pipelines. After 2030, when the hydrogen infrastructure in the north of the
country is developed, the role of onsite electrolysis is strengthened, reaching about 30% by
2050.
The GHG emissions of hydrogen vehicles reach a maximum of about 70 g/km driven by
2025, and through the increasing share of electrolysis the level is decreased to 50 g/km by
2050 (all assuming FC hybrid vehicles [Concawe 2007]).
The overall annual costs (with the investments annualized) of this scenario including energy
costs amount to app. 800 M€/a by 2050, where costs of primary energy make by far the
highest share (about 70%). Further contributors are the CAPEX of production and refueling
(about 8% each), and CO2 taxes, transport CAPEX and transport OPEX (about 5% each).
The average specific costs of hydrogen at the pump reach a minimum of about 3.8 €/kg
already by 2025, then gradually increasing to about 4.2 €/kg by 2050 due to the increasing
energy prices. Before 2025, the specific costs are very high due to the low hydrogen
turnover and hence underutilization of equipment. However, the overall costs for building up
the early infrastructure are comparatively low (1.1 M€/a by 2010, 6.6 M€/a by 2020).
As can be seen in Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17, the cost difference between the individual
HRS is very high in the first years, where the hydrogen turnover is rather low in newly
developed regions, leading to high specific costs. These cost differences cannot be
forwarded directly to the hydrogen users, since new HRS then would not have a chance to
develop a higher turnover and get the costs down, and hence the infrastructure build-out
would be doomed to fail. The demand scenario described is only consistent if the hydrogen
price differences between the HRS are very small or even no differences exist. This creates
the need for leveling of the costs between the HRS, at least during the early years.
5.1.2 Cheap electricity
In the scenario with cheaper electricity, the optimization shows a substantial shift towards
hydrogen from electrolysis (see Figure 4-22). This option (mostly installed onsite) covers
more than 90% at all times, the only other option employed being by-product hydrogen.
Virtually no pipelines are built; all centrally produced hydrogen is transported by truck
(maximum of 15% of all hydrogen by 2025).
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The virtually CO2-neutral electricity employed for electrolysis makes that the per-km GHG
emissions are at a very low level of about 10-15 g/km at all times.
The overall annual costs are reduced to 700 M€/a by 2050, whereof almost 80% is energy
costs, and the rest is production and refueling CAPEX. Average specific hydrogen costs
reach a minimum of 3.3 €/kg by 2030, then gradually increasing to 3.8 €/kg by 2050 due to
the increasing energy prices. This is a reduction of 10-15% as compared to the “Base case”.
5.1.3 High CO2 tax
If high taxes accrue on CO2 emitted along the hydrogen chain, the optimum of the base
case is shifted towards more onsite electrolysis (since the electricity is virtually CO2-neutral),
see Figure 4-23. NG-SMR only contributes about 50% to hydrogen production in the mid
term, eventually reaching 35% by 2050 (instead of 70% in the “Base case”). This leads to a
reduction of GHG emissions of hydrogen vehicles to a maximum of 40 g/km driven (by
2035), eventually being further reduced to 30 g/km by 2050. Average annual costs are
about 10% higher than the “Base case” (about 880 M€ by 2050), mostly since more
expensive energy must be purchased and the CO2 expenditures now make about 10% of
the overall costs. The average specific hydrogen costs are increased to 4.2 and 4.7 €/kg by
2030 and 2050, respectively.
5.1.4 Limited truck deliveries
Figure 4-24 shows that if truck deliveries are only an option for low-demand HRS, the
contribution of the trailer transport is diminished to below 8% from 2020 and onwards. Of
this “gap” compared to the base case, app. 25% is covered by increasing share of pipelines
(primarily sites closer to production locations and with higher demand), while the majority is
replaced by onsite electrolysis supply. This leads to an enhancement of the electrolysis
share to app. 60% by 2050, while the contribution of NG SMR is somewhat lower than in the
“Base case” with about 40%. Consequently, GHG emissions are reduced to about 35 g/km
driven by 2050. The costs increase by about 5% against the “Base case”, again mainly due
to the shift from natural gas to more expensive electricity.
5.1.5 Better biomass gasifiers
In the scenario with improved biomass gasification performance data, the first biomass
gasification plant is built by 2025 (then contributing 50% of the overall hydrogen production),
see Figure 4-25. By 2030, a large-size SMR is built in this scenario, and due to the
overcapacity of overall hydrogen production and the lower marginal costs of production from
NG, the biomass gasifier is not used during this time step. By 2045, the next investments
are made, and by 2050 approximately 20% of all hydrogen is produced from biomass.
Compared to the “Base case”, this leads to a reduction of app. 10 %points from electrolysis
and central NG-SMR, respectively. The GHG emissions are only reduced to about 42 g/km
driven by 2050. A higher share of biomass gasification would obviously lead to higher GHG
emission reductions. Only negligible reduction of total annual costs and specific hydrogen
production costs occurs.
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5.1.6 High oil and gas price
Figure 4-26 shows the results if the oil and gas prices are at a constant high level
throughout the analysis period. Similar to the “Cheap electricity” scenario, we observe a
strong shift to onsite electrolysis. From 2025, also central electrolysis in combination with
truck transport has a small share (about 5%) in areas where a few HRS can share
production equipment by this way. From 2045, it is invested into biomass gasifiers (which by
this time have become more efficient and cheap by technology learning), which contribute
by about 30% to overall hydrogen production. The GHG emissions are reduced to a very
low level of about 10 g/km driven over the whole analysis period. Costs increase by about
10% compared to the base case, mostly by the higher energy expenditures which
overcompensate the savings in CO2 taxes and transport costs. Average specific hydrogen
costs amount to 4.3 €/kg and 4.7 €/kg by 2030 and 2050, respectively.

5.2 Role of production technologies
Out of the scenario results, the following roles can be derived fro the different hydrogen
production technologies in Norway:
•

Onsite electrolysis: In the very early phase with low demand (2010-15), hydrogen is
in all scenarios supplied by onsite electrolysis. During later years, onsite electrolysis
is the most economic option to supply remote and smaller refueling stations that
cannot be supplied by pipeline or truck. The share of hydrogen that is produced with
onsite electrolysis is between 20% (“Better biomass gasifiers”) and 95% (“Cheap
electricity”). Onsite electrolysis plays a special role in Norway due to the sparse
population, the virtually GHG-neutral grid electricity, and also the expertise
Norwegian industry has in electrolysis.

•

Onsite SMR: Onsite natural gas steam methane reforming plays a very limited role
in Norway, mainly due to the limited access to natural gas (and, in addition, relatively
cheap electricity promoting electrolysis) in sparsely populated areas, and due to
central supply being the cheaper option in densely populated areas. Only the
scenario with “Limited truck deliveries” has a significant share of onsite SMR
production (50% by 2030, 15% by 2050). In this scenario, onsite SMR is used at
some of the higher-turnover HRS where NG is available but no truck transport is
allowed. On the long run the share is diluted through new demand mainly being
covered by electrolysis and pipeline supply. In all other scenarios onsite SMR does
practically not appear.

•

Central SMR: The central reformers play an important role in most scenarios in the
mid-to-long term. Only in the “cheap electricity“ and the “High oil and gas price”
scenarios, no central SMR is applied. In the other scenarios, the first plants are built
between 2020 and 2025 in southern locations with high population density. By 2050
between 30% (“High CO2 tax”) and 65% (“Base case”) of the hydrogen are produce
by central SMR. The reformer with carbon capture and sequestration is not chosen in
any of the scenarios, since CO2 can only be injected at a couple of locations (see
Figure 3-3), and other GHG-lean options seem to be more economic.
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•

Central electrolysis: This option plays a limited role in Norway, first of all since it
can only compete with onsite electrolysis if the transport distances are very low, and
secondly because it cannot compete with most central options in regions which have
a higher demand. The niche for central electrolysis is that its modularity allows small
central plants to be built without higher specific costs. As a consequence, central
electrolysis supplies a maximum of 5% of all hydrogen in some scenarios (“High CO2
tax”, “High oil and gas price”) from 2035 on. The electrolysers are mostly located in
small cities where a few adjacent HRS can be supplied, but the overall demand is too
low to e.g. build a central SMR plant.

•

Byproduct hydrogen: This option plays a role in all scenarios. Especially the plant
at Rafnes is very attractive, since it is located close enough to the HRS in Grenland
to allow for pipeline distribution, and furthermore Oslo can be supplied by gas truck.
The overall quantity of hydrogen from this source is limited, and therefore the
contribution to hydrogen supply by 2050 is only about 4%. The final contribution is
smaller in the “Limited truck deliveries” scenario (due to most HRS in Oslo exceed
the limit for truck transport and can hence not be supplied from Rafnes) and in the
“High oil and gas price” scenario (since byproduct hydrogen is thermally replaced by
NG and therefore sensitive to its price). The highest relative contribution is around
2020 where in the “Base case” and “Better biomass efficiency” more than 70% of the
demand is covered by byproduct hydrogen.

•

Biomass gasification: Under the cost and performance assumptions taken,
biomass gasification is not competitive in most of the scenarios. Also assuming that
the cost and efficiency targets for 2050 are already achieved by 2025, gasification
was not applied by the optimization in most cases. However, if the biomass gasifier
parameters are tuned to a substantially higher efficiency and lower costs, biomass
gasification (Scenario “Better biomass gasifiers”) is penetrating the hydrogen
landscape from 2025, with a contribution of app. 20% to the hydrogen production by
2050. In the scenario “high oil and gas price”, biomass gasifiers are chosen from
2045 on (which justifies the change to the 2050 performance parameters; see 3.3.6)
to achieve a share of app. 30% by 2050. The gasifiers are restricted to south and
central Norway, and are likely to be built close to middle and larger cities with
sufficient demand.

5.3 Role of delivery technologies
Out of the scenario results, the following roles can be derived fro the different hydrogen
delivery technologies in Norway:
•

Onsite production: distributed generation schemes plays a strong role in most
scenarios, since most areas in Norway are sparsely populated, resulting in long
transport distances for central schemes. Especially in the scenarios where electricity
has a cost advantage against natural gas (“Cheap electricity”, “High CO2 tax”, “High
oil and gas price”), but also where truck transport is confined to low-demand stations
(“Limited truck deliveries”), onsite generation is dominating the picture, with more
than 50% share in all time steps. In the more centralized scenarios (“Base case”,
“Better biomass gasifiers”, the share is relatively low in the mid term around 2030,
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when hydrogen is mostly only used in southern and central Norway. Until 2050, when
the hydrogen infrastructure in the North is developed, onsite generation increases to
20-30% in these scenarios.
•

CGH2 trailer / truck delivery: This delivery option is suited for smaller to medium
hydrogen demand stations which are relatively close to a central production location
(less than 100 km). Gaseous delivery is especially important to utilize the by-product
hydrogen potential during the early phase, but also to distribute all kinds of centrally
produced hydrogen. For the stations with very low demand, trailer delivery cannot
compete with onsite electrolysis due to the high investment in trailers (330,000 €),
which accrues for every HRS supplied by gaseous truck (a trailer must be hold at
every HRS for exchange). In most scenarios, this delivery option has the strongest
role in the middle term; in the “Base case” and “Better biomass gasifier” scenarios up
to 90% of the hydrogen produced are delivered through trucks by this time. Until
2050, the share is reduced to 40-45% in these scenarios, while in the other scenarios
it is typically below 20%.

•

Pipeline delivery: For short distribution distances and high volumes, i.e. HRS in
higher populated areas, pipeline delivery can be the most economic delivery option.
In the centrally dominated scenarios (“Base case” and “Better biomass gasifiers”),
pipelines start to develop between 2025 and 2030 (firstly in the Oslo area), and by
2050 about 30-35% of all hydrogen produced is delivery via pipeline. In the “High
CO2 tax” scenario, the share is slightly lower (about 20% by 2050) due to more
hydrogen being produced onsite. In the “Limited truck deliveries” scenario pipelines
have a share of about 40% from 2025 and onwards, since they must compensate for
the drop out of the truck transport option for stations with medium and high demand.
In the other onsite dominated scenarios (“Cheap electricity” and “High oil and gas
price”), pipelines play only a minor role (below 10%).

•

LH2 trailer / truck delivery: This technology has by consent of the partners not been
assessed in this study. LH2 trailers allow for economic transport of hydrogen across
longer distances and with flexible quantities, however the energy effort for the
liquefaction is high. If LH2 trailer were considered an option for delivery, it would most
likely lead to a higher share of central production from NG than currently the case in
the south, replacing onsite production where the distance to the central plant location
is not larger than 300-500 km. If high CO2 taxes are charged, SMR with carbon
capture and liquefaction might become an economic option; however, this has not
been confirmed. Combining central electrolysis with liquefaction and trailer transport
will in each case not be competitive against onsite electrolysis. Therewith, in the
north of Norway, where NG availability is restricted to only one location (Melkøya),
the largest part of the HRS would probably still be supplied by onsite electrolysis.

5.4 Conclusions and recommendations
5.4.1 Conclusions from the model results
In the course of the NorWays project, the H2INVEST model was developed that analyses
least-cost hydrogen supply to a set of fuelling stations and is a flexible tool to study realistic
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regional infrastructure build-up and the impacts of various input parameters. The following
main conclusions can be drawn from the analyses performed:
•

Distributed production technologies, especially onsite electrolysis, will play a crucial
role in Norway, especially in the North, due to the low population density and
relatively cheap and GHG-neutral electricity.

•

Once a sufficient demand for central plants has developed, central natural gas steam
methane reforming with pipeline or gaseous hydrogen trailer delivery appears to be
the most economic option for large-scale supply of higher distributed areas in the
south of Norway.

•

The relative impact of these two winning options is determined to a large extent by
the framework conditions, such as CO2 taxes and energy prices.

•

In all scenarios studied, the resulting well-to-wheels GHG emissions for fuel cell
hybrid vehicles will drop significantly below today’s state-of-the art; depending on the
framework conditions the average value ranges between 10 and 70 g/km driven.

•

The costs of hydrogen can be at a competitive level from a vehicle penetration rate of
app. 5% (anticipated 2025). Under all conditions, the energy feedstock represents by
far the highest contribution to costs.

•

Greenhouse gas emissions from hydrogen production can be influenced effectively
by political measures (high CO2 taxes; renewable electricity subsidies)

•

The price differences between individual refueling stations are very high, especially
during the early transition phase to commercialization.

5.4.2 Recommendations for politics and industry
Once established and sufficiently used, an area-wide hydrogen infrastructure in Norway
seems to be cost competitive with the conventional fuel infrastructure, especially when
considering the significantly lower energy use of fuel cell vehicles. However, the initiation is
difficult. Even though the commitment of industry is high, the first years of getting the
infrastructure roll-out started appear very unprofitable and no industrial player is ready to
cover the risk alone. Furthermore, the chicken-and-egg problem needs to be solved both
from the side of the car manufacturers/drivers and the infrastructure providers. To make the
hydrogen story a success, the infrastructure roll-out cannot only happen by cherry-picking
the most profitable refueling locations, but also some less attractive stations need to be
opened to provide the early drivers with sufficient network coverage, and the high costs
accruing at these stations cannot be forwarded to the customers.
We therefore recommend the following actions:
•

A joint initiative of infrastructure and automotive players should be
established. This is the most elegant remedy for the chicken-and-egg problem.
Utilization of capacity and refueling opportunities can be best optimized by a
concerted action, i.e. both parties create a common roll-out plan, starting with few
regions and then expanding gradually. Once such a plan is established, the
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infrastructure providers have to build the necessary refueling stations and at the
same time the automotive industry needs to bring the cars on the roads.
•

An instrument for cost leveling should be created. The huge cost differences
between the refueling stations in the early roll-out phase are not acceptable for the
customers and need to be equalized. This can e.g. happen through a fund where the
cost-effective refueling stations pay into, and the cost-ineffective refueling stations
receive support from.

•

Early subsidies are required to pass the valley of death. Especially in the early
phase, the relative hydrogen costs will be high and hence this phase will not be
profitable for the players. However, the overall costs which have to be covered are
relatively low. Our analyses have shown that between 2010 and 2020, the overall
infrastructure costs of an early hydrogen infrastructure accumulate to app. 50
million €, while the expected revenues are significantly lower. Governments should
show their willingness to share a part of this burden high enough to diminish the risk
for early players in a way to trigger investment decisions. Therewith the infrastructure
build-out would be significantly accelerated, and break even would be achieved
sooner. To meet the pace of the build-out described here, an effective bundle of
policy measures needs to be in place from 2010.

•

Selective policies should be put in place to control the infrastructure build-out.
We have found that the framework conditions are crucial to influence the way a
hydrogen supply infrastructure develops. E.g., providing grants for renewable
electricity used for hydrogen production, or charging CO2 emission penalties, can
significantly change the picture towards a more CO2-lean production mix. Other
ways to influence hydrogen production mixes are technology-specific one-time
subsidies, or selective per-volume subsidizing hydrogen depending on the
technology/feedstock used for its production. Moreover, one-time subsidies for every
new station could be a means to trigger the build-up of a suitable number of
hydrogen stations.

6. Iteration process with energy market model MARKAL
6.1 Limitations of the H2INVEST infrastructure modeling approach
The infrastructure modeling approach used in H2INVEST is believed to give a realistic and
detailed picture of how a regional hydrogen demand and corresponding supply
infrastructure can develop. Nevertheless, the approach is confined to only one piece of the
whole energy system, and furthermore, global interactions cannot be incorporated. The
most important limitations are:
•

Technology learning is an exogenous input. In fact, technology learning is among
other learning effects mostly “learning by doing”, i.e., the more units of a plant type
(e.g. onsite electrolyser) are built, the quicker the costs decrease. The decreased
costs have, again, a feedback on the further adoption of the technology. This could,
in principle, be incorporated into the model for Norway (defining the cost for a new
unit as a function of the number of installed units), however, this would not be
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appropriate when thinking of a global market. Norway is a small market compared to
other early movers such as the U.S. and Germany, even though high-level adoption
of one technology in Norway would contribute to cost reduction, the other markets
have a larger influence, and these cannot be covered by one model. Therefore it has
been chosen to use exogenous technology learning assumptions based on studies
which have assessed wider regions (e.g. HyWays).
•

Similar (but acting contrarily), the prices of energy feedstock types depends on their
demand and the market conditions. Different feedstock types have different
characteristics here: while oil is almost exclusively traded at a world market price
(which, again, the demand of Norway has rather little impact on), the electricity price
in Norway is largely independent from the European electricity markets due to the
limited transmission capacity, and hence the price elasticity is higher here (i.e. a
significant amount of electric vehicles or electricity use for hydrogen production can
increase the prices). Since the elasticity of the energy prices cannot be determined
by only looking at hydrogen generation, all energy prices are entered exogenously
into H2INVEST.

•

Interdependency between demand for hydrogen and other fuels has not been
modeled. The costs at which hydrogen can be supplied to the customers will, among
other factors, have a high impact on whether it will be a winner or not. However, no
simple “threshold” value can be defined, since also the costs of competing options
depend on their market penetration level. Since other fuels than hydrogen are not
included in H2INVEST, the feedback loop between supply costs of hydrogen and
demand cannot be closed within this model, and the hydrogen penetration rate has
been an exogenous input.

•

Interdependency between feedstock for supply and availability for other energy
services: Some feedstock types are regionally available in limited amounts (i.e., local
biomass, electricity in the sense of the limited grid capacity). The hydrogen
infrastructure optimizes the supply of hydrogen from these available feedstock types,
but this is not necessarily optimal for the whole energy system (i.e. biomass might
save more costs when used for district heating than for hydrogen generation, etc.).

6.2 Iteration routine with MARKAL
The energy system model MARKAL has the ability to address most of the limitations
mentioned above. On the other hand, MARKAL cannot optimize the hydrogen infrastructure
to the same level of detail as achieved in H2INVEST. Further, within NorWays three
separate regional MARKAL models were used (for Telemark, Rogaland and Oslo), and
hence no interaction between the regions (in terms of hydrogen import and export) could be
modeled.
Hence there is a need for an iterative routine in order to address the limitations expressed
above. The main questions we wanted to answer were
1. Under the hydrogen cost development projected in the H2INVEST, will hydrogen
become a competitive option?
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2. Considering the optimization of the overall energy system, which energy feedstock
types will be applied to produce hydrogen?
These questions should be investigated on the basis of the MARKAL Telemark model.
Hence, a new input set to the H2INVEST model was created, where only the Telemark
region was regarded. The demand allocation routine was modified in a way that the overall
demand could be specified separately for urban and rural parts (since MARKAL
distinguishes between these two). Similarly, the outputs of the supply model were
aggregated separately for the urban and rural parts.
The interaction between MARKAL and H2INVEST was performed as shown in Figure 6-1.
For each loop, the infrastructure model transferred transport distances and shares of the
different transport types over time to MARKAL (later changed to calculating overall costs).
MARKAL used these costs as input to optimize the energy system (in other words, to
determine whether under these costs hydrogen will play a role or not), and the resulting
hydrogen demand would be fed back into H2INVEST.
The iteration procedure is also described in report D4/7 [NorWays D4/7]

Energy chain
calculation

NorWays Interface

Hydrogen demand
analysis

1. Cost/efficiency
parameters

MARKAL
Energy system
model

3. H2 demand

5.

2. H2 demand
transport by
filling station

H2INVEST
Hydrogen
infrastructure
model

4. H2 transport distance/costs/type

Figure 6-1: Iteration procedure between H2INVEST and MARKAL

6.3 Iteration results
After 5 iteration loops, the results converged. MARKAL calculated a final hydrogen
penetration for cars in Telemark of 100%, (urban: starting by 2025 and achieving 100%
market share by 2035; rural: starting by 2030; 100% market share by 2045). Hence, a
scenario with a high penetration of hydrogen fuel cell cars after 2030 seems economic
against the alternatives available in MARKAL, and it has been cross-checked with
H2INVEST that MARKAL assumptions on production and transport costs were realistic with
respect to geographical distribution when coming to this result.
Still, the 100% penetration result of MARKAL might not be realistic due to other factors
(consumer choice, diversity policies) which cannot be modelled in MARKAL. This does,
however, not undermine the first conclusion.
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To assess the choice of feedstock for the energy regions, a slightly different approach was
chosen. The H2INVEST results from the “Base case” were aggregated on a province level,
and the results for hydrogen production in Telemark, Rogaland and Oslo were compared to
the MARKAL results. The result can be seen in Figure 6-2. The production portfolios show a
reasonable match between the two models, also for the other scenarios compared (“Better
biomass gasification” and “High oil and gas prices”). Note that Oslo region has zero
penetration of hydrogen in MARKAL; generally it must be kept in mind that the penetration
rates are different (hydrogen penetration assumed in report D3 in H2INVEST, economically
optimized penetration in MARKAL), and the level of regional detail as well as regional
interlinkage is different (H2INVEST fully supports delivery between provinces; MARKAL
considers only production within the respective provinces). This lets us conclude that the
optimized hydrogen supply infrastructure suggested by H2INVEST seems to be roughly in
line with the energy market in the Norwegian context.
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Figure 6-2: Choice of feedstock for hydrogen production by MARKAL and infrastructure
model for different regions (Scenario “Base Case”)
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